
The brain collects all this information and processes it at incredibly fast speeds to form an accurate

picture of where the body is relative to gravity and it's surroundings. This occurs primarily in a part of the

brain called the vestibular nuclei, which is a collection of powerful processing neurons found in the

brainstem that receive information from the three sensory inputs listed above.

The vestibular nuclei then produce reflexes that help us keep our balance and help our eyes stay on a

target while the head is moving. The reflexes produced by the vestibular nuclei are regulated by the

cerebellum, which is a part of the brain that ensures our movements are smooth and well controlled.
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The Vestibular System

Our “balance organ” within the inner ear, which

provides the brain with information about the

head and body’s movement, and position relative

to gravity

Sensory Receptors in Skin, Muscles + Ligaments

These provide the brain with information about

body, position and movement. Examples are

perception of where the ground is beneath our

feet or where the chair is beneath our buttocks

Our Vision (Our Eyes)

This provides information relating to our position

relative to our surroundings. Verticals and

horizontals in our environment act as a point of

reference to tell us whether we are upright or

tilting, stationary or moving

BALANCE

Balance is the ability to maintain the body’s centre of mass over one’s base of support. Put more simply,

it is our ability to stay upright and move around without stumbling or falling. Balance is maintained

through a complex system of sensory inputs, brain processing and motor outputs. The sensory inputs that

are vital to balance are:

BALANCE AND SENSORY INTEGRATION:

HOW THE BRAIN WORKS TO KEEP OUR BALANCE



Our physiotherapists are highly trained in the assessment and diagnosis of

balance. At your initial appointment you will be assessed using specialised

equipment to determine the contributing factors to your balance problem.

Treatment is based on this assessment and will be tailored to your needs.

The treatment of balance and dizziness is different for every person.

Treatments include:

Special manoeuvres for your vestibular system

Exercises for your balance

Strength training for your musculoskeletal system

Hands-on treatment of your neck

Our vestibular reflexes activate muscles that stabilize our gaze while

the head and body are moving.
Our Eyes

Many conditions can affect the ability of the brain to process information related to balance. These

include head injury, dementia, use of certain medications as well as other short-term factors such as

alcohol, lack of sleep or high stress/anxiety.

After processing this information, the brain sends out instructions that constantly adjust to the changing

environment and maintain stable balance and vision. These motor outputs are:

WHAT CAN ON-BALANCE PHYSIOTHERAPY

DO TO HELP ME WITH MY BALANCE?

Our vestibular reflexes contract and relax muscles that keep us upright

and stable. Normally small corrections occur constantly without us

realising. When our balance is impaired these corrections are more

pronounced, creating postural sway
Limb and Trunk

Muscles

Motor Cortex (where conscious movements are generated)

Cerebellum (regulates balance reflexes)

The cerebellum also communicates with the motor cortex

to help ensure any movements that we consciously make

are smooth and balanced

Vestibular Nuclei (receive input from

our vestibular system, sensory receptors

and vision to keep our balance and

vision stable)

The vestibular nuclei communicate with the

cerebellum to ensure our postural and visual

reflexes are smooth and accurate


